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Abstract

Vein networks found in various organisms such as leaf veins, bronchial tree, and blood ves-
sels have a crucial role to transport substances fast and efficiently, so that it is expected to
provide physical significance on morphology by revealing relationship between geometrical
structure of transport network and transport ability. However, most biological transport
networks have difficulties on culture methods in experimental environment, discouraging
repetitive experiment. Moreover, design of transport network is a multi-objective prob-
lem such as total volume cost of network and coverage of region, which make it harder to
evaluate trasport ability.
Meanwhile, a true slime mold, Physarum polycephalum, attracts attention recently as

a model organism of biological transport network. In a stage of its life-cycle called plas-
modium, it forms a giant multi-nuclear single amoeboid cell, creating tubular structure
for flow of prosoplasms. This tubular network also has an important role of locomotion
and distribution of nutrients, and therefore, if plasmodium touches some food sources,
vein network connecting them emerges overnight. Some researches exploit this behavior
to solve geometrical problems such as maze and design of railway network and analyzed
mainly the connectivity of network, whilst the view point of transport has been rarely
discussed ever.
For the purpose of evaluation of transport ability, we developed an experiment uti-

lizing Physarum polycephalum and analyzed the results. In the experiment, a uniform
plasmodium without vein structure was put on a confined space created on agar, which
had one narrow exit to a food source. Thus, as the plasmodium moves through the exit,
a vein network to transport body mass emerges and develops with the evacuation from
the arena. This experiment enables us to observe emergence of transport network and
draining process from a two-dimensional area to one point by the network.
As an analysis of transportation by the emerged network, we estimated plasmodial

thickness and its decreasing speed at each point of the confined space from the time-lapse
images. The result showed that the plasmodium was drained with the same time course
despite the distance from the exit, except for the points of main veins. Moreover, this
property was confirmed for different shapes of arena, which implied shape-adaptive ability
of plasmodium to construct transport networks causing homogeneous draining.
To investigate what factors originate in this homogeneous draining, we analyzed cover-

age rate of network to arena, suggesting to use Hausdorff distance as an index of coverage.
Hausdorff distance between a network and an arena means, in brief, the least distance by
which any point in the arena can reach a point of the network. Therefore, lower Hausdorff
distance implies higher coverage, and vice versa. The calculation for plasmodial network
showed Hausdorff distance of 10% to 20% of diameter of the arena. This higher coverage
of networks may be a factor of the homogeneous draining.
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Furthermore, we tried fluid dynamical approach under the assumption of Hagen-
Poiseuille flow, according to which flow rate and applied pressure of a tube consisted
proportional relationship of which coefficient, called conductivity, was determined by the
length and the radius. Under this assumption, we calculated hydrodynamical conduc-
tivity from each point of the network to the exit. Then the contour line of conductivity
expanded similarly to the shape of arena, that is, the hydrodynamic accesibility is not
developed with eucridian distance, which supports the mass draining independent of
distance.
In addition to these analysis, we validated a well-known rule of transport network,

Murray’s law, which was stated by Murray in 1926. According to the law, when a artery
with radius r0 ramifies into arteries with radii r1 and r2, they have relationship r30 = r31+r32.
Because Murray derived this relationship by considering minimization of frictional loss of
flow and volume cost, establishment of the law implies optimization of them. Therefore,
we estimated the exponent of the relationship for plasmodial network in the experiment,
and 95% confidence interval [2.53, 3.29] was obtained. This result supports Murray’s law
on vein network of Physarum polycephalum and implies optimization of trade-off between
frictional energy loss and total volume cost.
To investigate the mathematical background of these network formation, we applied

a model called current-reinforcement to simulate the experimental environment. In the
model, slime mold is expressed as a random mesh network, and quantity D of each edge,
which corresponds to diameter of edge, develops according to a formula dD/dt = Qµ−D,
where Q and µ are flow rate and a positive parameter, respectively. In other words, a
vein with larger flow is thickened, and with lesser flow is thinned. Here, because it needs
information of sources and sinks to find flow rate of each edge, we set every node except
for the exit as a source of the same quantity and the exit as the only one sink. With these
settings, the simulation converged to a steady state, in which tree structure without loop
is obtained for µ > 1, and relatively uniform vein structure with loops for µ ≤ 1.
In the similar manner to the analysis of experimental data, the Hausdorff distance was

calculated for the simulated networks. The result shows that networks with µ > 1 gave
similar values to the experimental ones, while µ ≤ 1 had worse coverage. Especially,
networks of µ = 4/3 are found to be optimized according to evaluation of friction energy
and total volume. In fact, the parameter µ = 4/3 is closely bounded with Murray’s law
which was derived from optimization of friction energy and total volume cost. Assuming a
steady state of current-reinforcement, we can derive proportional relationship between Q
and r4/µ, so that µ = 4/3 corresponds to Murray’s law. Hence, the experimental validation
of Murray’s law means suitability of µ = 4/3 as a parameter of current-reinforcement.
This apparent parameter correspondence has not been discussed on studies of current-
reinforcement model and is, therefore, new discovery on plasmodial network. Moreover,
the revealed relationship between models of blood vessels and slime mold is important
result showing usefulness of slime mold as a model organism of morphological study.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Biological transport networks form part of the critical infrastructure that is required to
distribute resources and information rapidly and efficiently throughout the entire body
of a multicellular organism. They include the vascular systems of plants, animals, gas-
trovascular system of hydractiniid hydroids that are embedded within the organism, the
plasmodial veins of slime molds, and the mycelial cords of fungi that effectively constitute
the entire organism apart from the reproductive structures. These networks play a key
role in the organization of the overall body plan, and the vessel size and network architec-
ture are thought to follow quarter-power allometric scaling laws that relate the notional
space-filling fractal branching pattern of the network to body size and metabolic rate ac-
cording to metabolic scaling theory (MST) [1], or reflect the design of optimal transport
networks [2–4].
In each case, the network comprises tubular elements with varying thickness and length,

that are organised as a hierarchical branching tree, but may also contain a significant num-
ber of additional loops to improve performance under fluctuating loads or in the presence
of damage [5, 6]. Whilst the vessel geometry clearly has an impact on the local fluid
flow, the overall transport behaviour and scaling relationships are properties of the entire
network. Unfortunately, however, most biological networks develop over extended time
periods, cannot be characterised easily in their entirety, and are not amenable to manip-
ulation or repetition, making it difficult to experimentally evaluate competing theories of
network organisation and scaling exponents against empirical data.
Recently, attention has focussed on the true slime mold, Physarum polycephalum, as a

tractable model organism to study the iterative interplay between structure and function
in a self-organised biological transport network, and to help to determine the rules that
may govern adaptive network development [7–15]. Physarum polycephalum is a giant,
single-celled amoeboid organism that grows rapidly as an extensive plasmodial network
over the available space within a few hours as it forages for food. If resources are not
located, it can also retract the plasmodium and redeploy the biomass elsewhere to support
further foraging.
Here we exploit this latter behaviour to examine network formation during evacuation

of the plasmodium from a set of arenas with varying geometric shape. Within a few
hours, an intricate network develops within the initially uniform plasmodial sheet, that
then serves to progressively transport biomass out of the arena via the single exit point.
As the entire system is accessible, we can determine quantitatively: (i) the dimensions of
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the individual veins; (ii) the structure of the network that they form, including the space
filling properties; (iii) how these contribute to the rate of biomass retrieval over the entire
arena; (iv) whether the network that forms follows predicted scaling relationships at the
vein junctions; and (v) how these parameters vary as the network adapts to different arena
geometry. Based on these properties, we discuss adaptivity of the network formation for
different shapes of arena and function of biological transport network, suggesting a new
view point of biological information processing on information hub.
In particular, we have examined whether the branching rule, originally proposed by

Murray to describe the branching of arteries [16], holds for vein networks in Physarum.
Murray proposed that the relationship:

r30 = r31 + r32, (1.1)

where r0 is the radius of parent vein and r1 and r2 are those of daughter veins, provides
an optimal solution to balance the effect of reducing viscous drag with the cost of increas-
ing vessel volume, assuming Hagen-Poiseuille flow. Murray’s law has been validated by
measurements of artery branching relationships for small vessels, that typically give an
exponent ranging from 2.7 to 3.0 [17], and is often incorporated in predictions of network
performance as a transition between area-preserving (r2) for branching in large vessels to
r3 for branches closer to the terminal transport vessels (e.g., [1,4]). Nevertheless, many of
the assumptions underpinning these universal theories lack strong experimental support
and are the subject of ongoing debate (e.g., [18]). Indeed, recent automated non-invasive
measurements of vessel properties in vascular networks have been used to explicitly test
different predictions for the scaling exponents from several theoretical models, concluding
that none of the current methods provides a good description of real vascular networks,
and they advocated the development of new relationships between vessel geometry and
global network properties [19]. It is therefore important to link experimental measure-
ments of vessel properties, with theoretical principles, such as Murray’s Law, that govern
idealised network behaviour, when constructing predictive models of network organisation
and performance in Physarum.
For the purpose of pursuing the mechanisms of amoeboid movement, peristatic waves

and network formation in pllasmodium of Physarum polycephalum, a number of bioin-
spired mathematical models have already suggested [8,14,15,20–26]. In the case of network
formation, current-reinforcement models [7, 8, 14] capture the behaviour of the biological
system well, but so far none have been explicitly parametised from experimental results.
Current reinforcement models include a non-linear current-reinforcement term that re-
flects the propensity of a tube to increase in diameter in response to the internal flow rate
through the tube itself. Conversely, if the flow is too small the tube disappears at a rate
determined by the decay term. By following the time-evolution of evacuation network
formation, we can begin to link the experimental observations with appropriate values for
the coefficients in the model.
We applied this model to simulate the experimental environment and emergence of

tubular network, with various parameters of current-reinforcement term. Here, we have
made simplifying assumptions, most notably that the time-scale for network formation
(hours) allows us to neglect the complex viscoelastic properties of the plasmodial body and
contraction-relaxation based shuttle streaming (min). Instead, we treat the plasmodial
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veins as rigid cylindrical pipes in each time step, but with the capacity to change average
radius in response to fluid flow in the next time step. Thus, correspondence of current-
reinforcement parameter to real vein network and factor of vein development are discussed
by combining results of the experiment and simulation.
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Chapter 2

Backgrounds and Reviews

2.1 Rules of transport network
In this paper, we let transport networks denote a variety of network structures with a
function to transport substances, resources, informations and so on, which range from
winding and branching rivers to biological vein networks like blood vessels and leaf veins,
of course including kinds of urban infrastructures such as road or train networks. Hence,
transport networks are ubiquitous in the world and have attracted researchers of various
regions, some of which eventually found rules on them.

2.1.1 Horton’s law on river network

River, obviously, transports water from higher mountains to sea or lake through winding
streams repeating merging and branching, and the first mordern insight was given by
James Hatton, who was educated as a physician but interested in geology. Establishing
an earlier concept of uniformitarianism, he formulated his own theory of geology, which
was published as an article of the transactions of the royal society of Edinburgh [27] in
1788 and as a two-volume book [28] in 1795. However, these publications attracted less
attention and rather strong criticism [29]. After Hutton’s death, John Playfair, a profes-
sor of mathematics, wrote a book summarizing clearly Hutton’s theory with persuasive
comments, which was, on the contrary, so widely read that geological thinking was heavily
affected [29,30].
Robert Elmer Horton, a hydrologist of twentieth century, was one of researchers im-

pressed by Playfair’s book, so that he cited from it the following famous statement so-called
Playfair’s law in his work of 1945 [31]:

“Every river appears to consist of a main trunk, fed from a variety of branches,
each running in a valley proportioned to its size, and all of them together forming a
system of vallies, communicating with one another, and having such a nice adjust-
ment of their declivities that none of them join the principal valley either on too
high or too low a level.”

However, discussions on physiography at that time had still remained qualitative, moti-
vating him to study river system quantitatively.
He suggested an original stream ordering system [31] and considered relationships be-
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Fig. 2.1 Example of river ordering system of Horton (a) and Strahler (b).

tween orders and branch numbers, stream length, or basin area. According his rules of
the ordering system, orders of streams are given as follows:

1. Assign 1 for streams having no tributary.
2. When streams having different orders join, order of the parent stream is set to the

greatest order of the tributaries, except for the case streams have the same order
ω, in which instead the parent stream is given order ω + 1.

3. When streams having the same order ω join, the parent stream is given order ω+1.
At the same time, the main stream is selected from the tributaries as the stream
joining the parent stream at the smallest angle, but exceptional selection is allowed.
The order of the main stream is reset to the same with the parent stream up to the
source.

As an example is shown in Fig. 2.1a, lower order streams appears frequently and have
lower length, in contrast to the lesser number and longer length of higher order streams. In
fact, Horton found that the number Nω of streams having order ω decreased exponentially,
that is, there existed a bifurcation ratio Rb for which

Nω = RΩ−ω
b , (2.1)

where Ω is the maximum order of the river system. Similarly, given that lω denotes the
average length of streams having order ω, there exists a length ratio Rl such that

lω = l1R
ω−1
l . (2.2)

Moreover, such exponential relationship holds for slope and area of basin. This series of
laws of stream order is called Horton’s law, verified by other morphometric analyses [32,33].
After Horton’s work, many other ordering rules were proposed [34, 35]. Among them,

the ordering system revised from Horton’s one by Arthur Newell Strahler [36] has been
accepted widely. His ordering rule abolished the third rule written above, obviating de-
termination and reordering of the main stream (Fig. 2.1b). Despite this modification,
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Horton’s law still hold [36], and some researchers used Strahler’s method instead of Hor-
ton’s [37–39]. Especially, Strahler’s ordering system has a topological characteristics,
that is, orders of streams of a river network are determined by its topological nature of
connections.
Strahler’s ordering system has, in addition to the simpler rules, a topological charac-

teristics, that is, orders of streams of a river network are depending on only its graph
structure. Hence, given that some water sources correspond to one river mouth, the or-
der in which sources are connected by stream determines orders of each stream. Ronald
Shreve [40] noted this and called two networks topologically identical if they are tran-
formed to each other continuously in the plane projection, or topologically distinct if not.
Based on this notion, Shreve published a statistical study [41] in 1974 which shows the
most of randomly generated topologically distinct networks approximately obey Horton’s
law of stream numbers, stating “the law of stream numbers is indeed largely a conse-
quence of random development of the topology of channel networks according to the laws
of chance.”
Moreover, James Kirchner wrote a critisism on Horton’s law, showing further analysis of

random networks [42]. Setting length and contributing are on each stream in addition to
the randomly generated networks according to Shreve, his simulation also showed Horton’s
law of length and area of basin. However, the law also holded for biased selection of
network topology, which meant it cannot distinguish between random and nonrandom sets
of networks, and supported earlier arguments that the law must be an artifact of stream
ordering methods, whereas Horton’s law has been studied up to now for its importance
on hydrological models [43–45].

2.1.2 Diameter exponent of biological transport network

Many transport networks can be found in organisms (Fig. 2.2); tree pumps up water
from soil to leaf and transports product of photosynthesis, blood vessel network have
crucial role for organism to distribute oxygen and nutrients and collect carbodioxyde and
waste products throughout the body, and through bronchi which form deeply ramified
structure, we can breathe and exchange carbodioxyde for oxygen. Despite the species and
substances transported, they resemble one another as, for example, bronchial structure

Fig. 2.2 Biological transport networks: (a) Leaf veins (b) Infrared picture of blood
vessels of the author’s right arm.
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may be depicted as a tree in textbook on anatomy [46]. Actually, a rule on such branching
structure exists and has been studied by various researchers.
The rule is on the relationship of diameters between parent vein and daughter veins on

a branch, that is, given that a vein with diameter d0 split into two veins with diameters
d1 and d2, there exists a parameter n specific to the network such that

dn0 = dn1 + dn2 . (2.3)

The parameter n usually ranges from 2 to 3 and is called diameter exponent [47].
This law was firstly noted in the notebooks of Leonardo Da Vinci [48] as follows:

“All the branches of a tree at every stage of its height when put together are
equal in thickness to the trunk [below them].”

Although its literal interpretation is d0 = d1 + d2, mordern interpretation of the sentence
is, with consideration of his drawings, d20 = d21 + d2 [47, 49]. He did not described actual
measurement data but the law itself was not so wrong, as Cecil Murray proposed, in 1927,
“2.5 power law of branching” based on his measurement [50].
In fact, Murray is famous for another diameter exponent n = 3. In his paper [51]

published in 1926, he considered the morphology of blood vessels from the point of view
of energy minimization. Consider a vein with radius r and length L. Then, assuming
Hagen-Poiseuille flow [52], the flow rate Q by which blood of viscosity η flows with pressure
difference ∆P is expressed as

Q =
πr4

8η

∆P

L
, (2.4)

which means, conversely,

∆P =
8ηL

πr4
Q. (2.5)

Hence, the friction loss Ef = Q∆P is written as

Ef =
8ηL

πr4
Q2, (2.6)

so that larger radius makes lower friction energy. On the other hand, he introduced
another cost Eb proportional to the volume, by which blood was maintained, that is, with
a constant b,

Eb = b · πr2L, (2.7)

increasing with larger radius. Thus, Ef and Eb are in a situation of trade-off regarding r,
and we can find the radius minimizing total enerygy Ef +Eb by considering the condition
in which the differentiation is equal to 0:

d

dr
(Ef + Eb) = −32ηL

πr5
Q2 + 2πbLr = 0, (2.8)

which gives a relationship

Q = 4πr3
√
b. (2.9)
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Fig. 2.3 A design of arteries transporting blood from fixed point P0 to fixed points P1 and P2.

Therefore, given that a vein with radius r0 and flow rate Q0 is ramified into two veins
with radii r1 and r2 and flow rate Q1 and Q2, conservation of flow rate Q0 = Q1 + Q2

with the energy minimization leads to the cubic law of radii:

r30 = r31 + r32, (2.10)

which implies the diameter exponent n = 3 and often called Murray’s law. Examinations
of this law support the validity with small variances, estimating the diameter exponent n
from 2.7 to 3.0 [17].
Murray applied this theory further to angle of branching, considering minimization of

total volume cost of arteries connecting points of supply and demand [16]. Suppose that
an artery with radius r0 and length L0 originated from a fixed source P0 branches into
an artery with radius r1, length L1, and angle φ1 reaching a fixed point P1 and another
artery with radius r2, length L2, and angle φ2 reaching another fixed point P2 (Fig. 2.3),
where each radius are optimized in the meaning of minimum energy above discussed, so
that Eq. (2.9) holds on each artery for given flow rates Q0, Q1, and Q2. Given that L0

is lengthened to L0 + dL0 in the same direction, L1 and L2 are changed to L1 + dL1 and
L2 + dL2, respectively, where

dL1 = −dL0 cosφ1, (2.11)

dL2 = −dL0 cosφ2. (2.12)

Hence, the change of the total volume is written as

dV = πdL0(r
2
0 − r21 cosφ1 − r22 cosφ2). (2.13)

When the geometry accomplish the minimized total volume, dV = 0 for the infinitesimal
difference dL0, which means

r20 − r21 cosφ1 − r22 cosφ2 = 0. (2.14)

In the same way, by considering infinitesimal extention of L1 or L2, we have

r21 − r20 cosφ1 + r22 cos(φ1 + φ2) = 0, (2.15)

r22 − r20 cosφ2 + r21 cos(φ1 + φ2) = 0. (2.16)
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These equations on the radii and the angles enable us to find

cosφ1 =
r40 + r41 − r42

2r20r
2
1

, (2.17)

cosφ2 =
r40 + r42 − r41

2r20r
2
2

, (2.18)

cos(φ1 + φ2) =
r40 − r41 − r42

2r21r
2
2

. (2.19)

Using notations α1 = r1/r0, α2 = r2/r0, and β = r2/r1 with the cubic law r30 = r31 + r32,
we see that

cosφ1 =
1 + α4

1 − (1− α3
1)

4/3

2α2
1

, (2.20)

cosφ2 =
1 + α4

2 − (1− α3
2)

4/3

2α2
2

, (2.21)

cos(φ1 + φ2) =
(1 + β3)4/3 − 1− β4

2β2
. (2.22)

These formulae, with an equivalent expression

r20
sin(φ1 + φ2)

=
r21

sinφ1
=

r22
sinφ2

, (2.23)

are also discussed for mathematical models of branching structure [53–56].

2.1.3 Transport network theory underlying scaling low

According to Schmidt-Nielsen [57], scaling is defined as a theory which “deals with the
structural and functional consequences of changes in size or scale among otherwise similar
organisms,” that is, a theory on relationships between size and a variety of quantity. A
scaling law on real organisms may be called allometry because it often treat nonisometric
sizes [57], and usually biological scaling law is written as

Y = aW b, (2.24)

where Y is a biological characteristic such as daily sleeping time, ingestion rate, and
metabolic rate, W is animal body mass, and a and b are constants [58]. Especially, the
scaling law on metabolic rate stating the exponent b = 0.74 (usually denoted by 3/4)
has attracted attention since firstly investigated by Kleiber [59] in 1932, covering so wide
range of body mass that it is also known as mouse-to-elephant curve.
West et al. [1] explained this law from the view point of biological transport network.

They started from three assumptions:

1. The network has a space-filling fractal-like branching pattern to supply the entire
volume of the organism.
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2. The final branch of the network is consisted of a size-invariant unit.
3. The energy required to distribute resources is minimized.

Because of the assumed fractal branching, every vein except for the final unit ramifies into
the same number of veins, of which radius and length decrease geometrically according to
the stage of branch. Then, by considering total flow which is proportional to metabolism,
their theory derived the relationship between metabolic rate and body mass, where the
exponent of body mass is determined by the fractal scale factors. Therefore, their theory
can obtain not only the rule of metabolism but also other scaling law on biological variables
by considering appropriate transport network structure.
In addition, Bejan [60] proposed another theory for the 3/4-power relation, dealing with

transport network of heat. Although there are some explanations unrelated to network
structure [58], it is natural to regard biological transport network to have enormous effects
on physiology.

2.2 Physarum polycephalum as a model organism

2.2.1 Biology of slime mold

Slime mold is an organism characterized with the huge amoeboid stage showing vivid color
and with the unique and beautiful fruit body specific to the species, recognized by human
beings from long time ago. In Europe, a kind of slime mold, Fuligo septica, have been
known as flowers of tan because it sometimes appeared on wasted tans, barks of certain
trees used for tanning, which was written by Giambattista della Porta in 1588 [61, 62].
Some old documents of China may be older ones describing slime molds according to
Kumagusu Minakata. He referred the volume 12 of Miscellaneous Morsels from Youyang
(酉陽雑俎) written by Duan Chengshi (段成式) in about 860 and cited a sentence, “Kwei
shi grows in shady damp ground and has a pale yellowish color, occasionally found and
used for a cure of ulcers” (鬼矢生陰湿地浅黄白色或時見之主治悪瘡), stating that the word
Kwei shi (鬼矢, literally Demon’s drops) meant a slime mold, Physarum gyrosum [63–65].
In addition, he suggested that an old Chinese tradition that the blood of an innocent
victim would reappear as sky-blue in color had an origin on an emergence of Physarum
gyrosum [66] and when he prensented his collection to the Togu Palace, referred an even
older literature Lüshi Chunqiu (呂氏春秋) written by Lü Buwei (呂不韋) around 240 BC
and its sentence of volume 14, “Chang Hong died. Saved for three years, his blood became
sky-blue” (萇弘死、藏其血三年而為碧) [67], which is, however, interpreted usually as “His
blood became jasper (due to his loyalty)” [68], and a Chinese mycologist LI Yu proposed
instead Supplement to Medica (本草拾遺) written by Chen Tsang-chi (陳藏器) in 739 as the
earliest document describing slime mold [69]. Even modern people are sometimes amazed
at the curious huge amoeba, as citizens of a suburb of Dallas saw unusual outbreak of
Fuligo septica in 1973, regarding it as an unidentified growing object at first [65]. Surely
slime mold is not so familiar compared with mushrooms consumed as ordinal food, but in
Veracruz, Mexico, Enteridium lycoperdon is known as feces of moon (caca de luna), and
fry of it is eaten by some residents [70].
In the words of biology, slime molds are eukaryotes classified into two class, Myxogastria

(or Myxomycetes) and Dictyostelia, which are different in the cell behavior. To distinguish
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Fig. 2.4 A typical life cycle of Myxogastria. The pictures are Physarum poly-
cephalum, taken by the author. Many sophisticated figures and descriptions of the
life cycle can be found in literatures on Myxogastria [71–75].

them, Myxogastria is called true slime mold or acellular slime mold, and Dictyostelia
is called cellular slime mold. This research treats a spieces of Myxogastria, Physarum
polycephalum.
Fig. 2.4 shows a typical life cycle of Myxogastria. Spores in a fruit body are ordinary

5 ∼ 15 µm in diameter and drift in the air by, for example, blowing wind or touching
animals. They start the germination under suitable conditions and produce one to four
haploid motile cells, which tend to be an amoeboid form (called myxoamoeba) under drier
condition but to be swarm cells with flagella in the presence of free water. Depending on
environments, myxoamoebae and swarm cells can transform themselves into each other
and especially under unfavorable conditions, form microcysts, developing a thin cell wall.
These haploids have sexual types, and compatible pair of them fuses into diploid zygote.
From the stage of zygote, cell division does not happen while nuclear division does, so that
the cell become a large multinucleate organism which is called plasmodium. Plasmodium
moves around and consumes bacteria. Although unsuitable conditions such as low tem-
perature and desiccation induce the resting stage of plasmodia, sclerotium, it resumes its
behavior as a plasmodium when favorable environments come. A matured plasmodium
forms fruit body with some triggers such as strong lights and starvation, and the giant
single cell are divided into spores to be the next generation.
The life cycle of Dictyostelia is similar to that of Myxogastria and was therefore con-

sidered to belong to Myxogastria in the first description by Oscar Brefeld [76]. However,
Dictyostelia have the pseudoplasmodium stage instead of the plasmodium stage, which is
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Fig. 2.5 True slime molds in nature. (a) A white plasmodium climing a trunk. (b)
A yellow plasmodium moving on a fallen leaf. (c) Didymium laccatipes in the process
of sporulation behind a leaf. (d) A fruit body of Hemitrichia serpula. Pictures (a),
(b), and (c) were taken in Tsukuba botanical garden, and picture (d) was taken in
the campus of Hokkaido University.

the main difference between Myxogastria and Dictyostelia.
The taxonomic position of Myxogastria has been controversial for a long time. Slime

molds had been studied traditionally by botanists and treated as a kind of fungi. Heinrich
Anton de Bary, however, distinguished them from fungi by giving a clearer definition
of fungi in his textbook in 1866 [77]. Ernst Heakel’s three-kingdom system which was
published in 1866 also discriminated the two classes, classifying Myxogastria into the
kingdom Protista and putting fungi in Nematophyta or Jnophyta of the kingdom Plantae
[78]. Although five-kingdom system which Robert Harding Whittaker proposed in 1969
located Myxogastria in the kingdom Fungi again [79], the modified five-kingdom system
published by Lynn Margulis and Karlene Schwartz in 1982 include Myxogastria in the
kingdom Protoctista [80]. Now Myxogastria is mainly dealt with as a kind of protists. The
international scociety of protistologits proposed a new classification system of Eukaryotes
in 2005 [81] and revised it in 2012 [82], in which Myxogastria belonged to a super-group
Amoebozoa of Amorphea.
The number of species of Myxogastria amounts to approximately 900 [72, 83], and

the classification system of them is an on-going study, so that the way of classification
varies between monographs on Myxogastria. While in nature, true slime molds are found
usually as fruit bodies or a plasmodia like Fig. 2.5, a plasmodium itself hardly determine
the species, but the morphology of a fruit body and its spore is the most important for
the identification. Therefore, a plasmodium found in nature will be identificated after the
sporulation. However, there are a variety of the morphology of plasmodium in fact, and
classified into three types specific to species. Phaneroplasmodium is the most usual type
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of plasmodium, forming a giant moving amoeba with anterior fan-shape structure and
posterior vein structure. While phaneroplasmodium has color variety, aphanoplasmodium
has thin transparent vein structure without frontal fan-shape margin, and the third type,
protoplasmodium, forms colorless, veinless, and relatively small amoeba.
Physarum polycephalum, used in this study, is a species of Myxogastria widely used in

laboratory studies due to easiness of culture. As the name suggests, it forms characteristic
multi-headed fruit body with stalk, usually on dead wood, fleshy fungi or living plants,
distributed in North America, South America, Hawaii, Europe, and Asia. The spores
are 8 ∼ 11 µm in diameter and violaceous by transmitted light. The plasmodium is
a typical phaneroplasmodium (Fig. 2.4) and mainly consists of protoplasm without cell
wall. However, the protoplasm is sorrounded by plasma membrane, and moreover, hyaline
glycocalyx exists in further outside of the plasma membrane. This membrane structure
is not stiff but vulnerable whereas rapidly reproduced. Hence, even if a plasmodium is
severed into two bodies, each can survive as an individual, regenerating the membrane
structure. Conversely, contact of two plasmodia of identical genotype cause cell fusion,
though that of different genotypes has a lethal interaction [84].
Protoplasm is classified into plasmasol, solled protoplasm flowing through vein, and

plasmagel, gelled protoplasm constituting wall of vein. Plasmagel contains actin and
myosin, which produce rhythmic contraction and relaxation originating flow of plasmasol
[75, 85], which alters its direction according to the rhythm of contraction and relaxation,
so that it is named shuttle streaming.

2.2.2 Information processing of Physarum polycephalum

Usual researches on biological information processing deal with neuronal circuits or be-
haviours of animals having nervous system, while even unicellular organisms having no
nervous system can perform some kinds of information processing. For example, Parame-
cium caudatum can perform associative learning for light and temperature and memory of
space where it is confined [86]. In addition, when the organism arrives at an end of a thin
capillary, it manages to turn its direction after some trials by bending the body, reducing
the number of tries with experiences of the bending turn [87], which can be interpreted
as a kind of learning. Kunita et al. reported that if the capillary was so narrow that
Paramecium could not even bend the body, it swimmed back and forth, increasing the
length of swimming with the number of trials [88]. They proposed a mathematical back-
ground of this behavior by considering membrane potential which is concerned with the
direction of swimming. Spacial memory of Tetrahymena is also modelled with dynamics
of ion channels [89]. Of course, plasmodium of Physarum polycephalum can show kinds
of information processing, as written in followings.
In 2000, Nakagaki et al. reported pioneering work on information processing of slime

mold, which stated that Physarum polycephalum solved maze [11]. In their experiment,
pieces of plasmodium were put on a maze which was formed by plastic films on agar.
Each plasmodium expanded its own body and coalesced one another, so that the maze
was filled with one plasmodium. Then, food sources were put on start and goal point of
the maze, driving the plasmodium to gather at the foods and make veins to distribute
digested nutrients. The experiment finally settled in a state where allmost all parts of
plasmodium evacuated the maze and aggregated on the food sources with veins connecting
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Fig. 2.6 Transport network connecting cities in Hokkaido produced by Physarum
polycephalum. Plastic film on agar forms the shape of Hokkaido and oat flakes are
put on place of main cities.

the start and the goal, which was, at the same time, a solution of the maze. Although at
first, the word “primitive intelligence” the authors used was somewhat controversy [90].
now many researchers deal with Physarum polycephalum as a model organism of biological
information processing.
One of the reasons why slime mold solving task to connect food sources attracts at-

tentions is that slime mold seems to create veins optimising trade-offs. In the maze
experiment, slime mold tend to preserve shorter path and extinguish longer path if there
are some candidates for the solution, while sometimes both shorter and longer path are
remained, and it follows that path-finding of slime mold has multi-functionality of cost
minimization and fault torelance for disruption of vein. This ability to solve trade-offs
is more clearly found and quantified by tasks where slime mold connects multiple food
sources [9, 91, 92]. Moreover, environmental cost can be set on experiment to connect
food sources by illuminating light, which is unfavorable for plasmodium, in proportion to
the cost, and slime mold can form vein network with consideration of this cost of loca-
tion [9,10]. This multi-functionality is exploited in some studies for designing rail-way or
road networks to compare the real ones [9,93,94] (Fig. 2.6 shows an example of transport
network desined by slime mold connecting cities in Hokkaido). One of proposed mech-
anisms underlying these delelopment of vein network is current-reinforcement dynamics,
which is described in detail in 2.2.3.
In addition to connecting tasks, various biological information processings were im-

plemented using slime mold. Saigusa et al. demonstrated that plasmodium changes its
migrating speed with anticipating periodic enviromental change, and proposed its math-
ematical model by considering chemical oscillations in protoplasm having different peri-
ods [95]. Takagi et al. reported indecisive behavior of locomoting slime mold and modelled
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the dynamics based on a reaction-diffusion system called Gray-Scott model [96], which
was modified to be more realistic by Ueda et al. [22]. Aono et al. composed a device in
which slime mold solve a famous combinatorial problem, the travelling salesman prob-
lem [97]. These studies imply that even an unicellular organism has mechanisms to solve
complex problems which usually human treats.

2.2.3 Current-reinforcement model for vein network of Physarum

polycephalum

2.2.3.1 Outline
As a mechanism of the desining ability of slime mold, Tero et al. [8] proposed a simple
but potent dynamics, current-reinforcement, which represents plasmodium as a random
meshwork of tubular channels and develops the diameter of tubes according to a simple
rule. Roughly speaking, the rule is “flows more, gets thicker” and “flows lesser, gets
thinner,” like the first law of Jean-Baptiste Lamarck published in 1809 [98]:

“In every animal which has not passed the limit of its development, a more fre-
quent and continuous use of any organ gradually strengthens, develops and enlarges
that organ, and gives it a power proportional to the length of time it has been so
used; while the permanent disuse of any organ imperceptibly weakens deteriorates
it, and progressively diminishes its functional capacity, until it finally disappears.”

Compared with other models [99–102], it is characteristic of current-reinforcement dy-
namics to have an expression as a differential equation and consider fluid dynamics.
The model assumes that the protoplasmic stream is Hagen-Poiseuille flow, laminar flow

in cylinder. Under this assumption, velocity v(x) at a point of distance x from center of
cylinder with radius r is given as

v(x) =
r2 − x2

4ηL
∆P, (2.25)

where η, L, and ∆P are the viscosity of protoplasmic sol, the length of the vein, and the
applied pressure difference, respectively [103]. Hence, the flow rate Q is obtained as

Q =

∫ 2π

0

∫ r

0

v(x)xdxdθ =
πr4

8ηL
∆P. (2.26)

As experimental facts on protoplasmic streaming of plasmodium, studies in 1950’s using
cinematograph stated that velocity profile across diameter of vein is a parabola whose
apex is flattened [104], although in 2009, imaging technique of Bykov et al. obtained
parabolic velocity profile around the phase of top speed of shuttle streaming [105], which
supports the assumption of Hagen-Poiseuille flow.
Another assumption of current-reinforcement dynamics is volume conservation. Sup-

pose that vertices i and j, at which pressure is Pi and Pj , respectively, are connected by
channel ij, with uniform diameter rij and length Lij . Flow rate Qij , with consideration
of direction of flow, is now defined as

Qij =
πr4ij
8ηLij

(Pi − Pj). (2.27)
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Then, volume conservation is assumed at vertex i as∑
j

Qij = Ji, (2.28)

where Ji is a nonzero constant if vertex i is a source or sink of current, and Ji is zero
otherwise. In addition, Ji is assumed to satisfy∑

i

Ji = 0 (2.29)

for feasibility of finding flows (see 2.2.3.2).
Here, letting Dij denote the conductivity per length*1 πr4ij/8η which means

Qij =
Dij

Lij
(Pi − Pj), (2.30)

we set the current-reinforcement rule:

dDij

dt
= f(|Qij |)−Dij , (2.31)

where f is a monotonically increasing continuous function satisfying f(0) = 0. Essentially,
Eq. (2.31) is a differential equation of radius rij because we assume constant viscosity η
and length Lij .
If the current sources and sinks with Ji are given, and Lij and rij of all channels are

known, all Qij can be determined as written in 2.2.3.2. Once there is flow on the network,
the current-reinforcement rules modify the thickness of each channel in the next time step
according to the flow it is carrying.
Eq. (2.31) contains two antagonistic components: f(|Qij |) represents a thickening fac-

tor that increases with the current, whilst −Dij is a intrinsic thinning factor. Thus, the
thickening component dominates for a channel with a larger current, and the thinning

*1 Note the concatenation rule of conductivity. Suppose that vertices 1, 2, ..., N are connected in
straight with the same vein with radius r, length L, and conductivity D = πr4/8η, and J(i) is
equal to −J0 for i = 1, J0 for i = N , and 0 for else, so that

Qi+1,i = D(Pi+1 − Pi)

for i = 1, ..., N − 1. From the volume conservation, we have

QN,N−1 = · · · = Q21 = J0.

Given that P1 = 0,

PN =
(N − 1)J0

D
.

Hence, as one concatenated vein connecting nodes 1 and N ,

QN1 = J0 =
D

N − 1
(PN − P1),

which means DN1 = D/(N − 1). Thus, concatenation rule for cunductivity is not simple sum, so
that the total conductivity is given by D/L for conductivity per length D and length L.
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effect dominates for one with smaller current at each time step. The complete temporal
evolution of the network is then calculated iteratively with the updated conductivities.
Regarding food sources as sources and sinks, the current-reinforcement dynamics repro-
duces vein networks of slime mold after the iteration [8–10].

2.2.3.2 Theory to find flows in vein network
To simulate the current-reinforcement model, we need to find flows Qij for given Dij ,
Lij , and quantities of source or sink in every node. Analogy of electric circuit is useful
to solve this problem because the proportional relationship between flow and pressure
corresponds to Ohm’s law where current I is proportional to applied voltage V with
coefficient G, conductance, that is,

I = GV, (2.32)

while usually, the equation is written with resistance R = 1/G as

V = RI. (2.33)

For given voltage or current source and resistances on edges, circuit theory can find how
much current flows in each edge [106]. The problem to find flow rates in a vein network
contains informations on source or sink and hydrodynamic conductivity Dij/Lij which
correspond to current source and hydrodynamic conductivity, respectively, so that the
circuit theory is applicable.
Here, terminology of graph theory is used to deal with a vein network as a directed

graph. A directed graph G = (V,E) is an ordered pair of a finite set V of which element
is called vertex and a finite set E of which element e = (u, v) is called edge and defined
as an ordered*2 pair of two elements u, v ∈ V , that is, the edge e connect verticese u and
v. If E does not contain any edges which connect an identical vertex and any two edges
which connect the same pair of vertices, the graph G = (V,E) is called simple, and if the
graph is not separated but connected with edges as a whole, the graph is called connected.
We regard a vein network as a simple, connected, and directed graph.
To implement the settings of the problem, let U(v) denotes pressure at a vertex v.

Then, pressure difference P (e) on e = (u, v) is expressed as

P (e) = U(u)− U(v). (2.34)

Given thatD(e) is the hydrodynamic conductivity of the vein e, the flow Q(e) is calculated
as

Q(e) = D(e)P (e). (2.35)

If a vertex v is a source of quantity J(v) (negative J(v) means sink), sum of outflow
subtracted by sum of inflow must be equal to J(v), that is,∑

e∈From(v)

Q(e)−
∑

e∈To(v)

Q(e) = J(v), (2.36)

*2 Definition neglecting the order of vertices of edge means simply graph
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where
From(v) = {e ∈ E|e = (v, u)} , (2.37)

To(v) = {e ∈ E|e = (u, v)} . (2.38)

By summing Eq. (2.36) for all v ∈ V , we have a constraint on J(v) for which∑
v∈V

J(v) = 0. (2.39)

We consider these equations using vectors and matrices. Consider orders on V and E
so that we can list all of the elements of V and E by v1, ..., vN and e1, ..., eM . Then, vector
U and P is defined as

U =

U(v1)
...

U(vN )

 , (2.40)

P =

 P (e1)
...

P (eM )

 . (2.41)

Because P (e) of e = (u, v) is a linear combination of U(u) and U(v), there exists a matrix
A such that

P = tAU, (2.42)

where tA means the transpose matrix of A. The N ×M matrix A, of which element Aij

is expressed as

Aij =


1, ej ∈ From(vi),

−1, ej ∈ To(vi),

0, else,

(2.43)

is called incidence matrix, of which rank is equal to N−1 and any row is linearly depencent
by the others [107]. In fact, the pressure has a degree of freedom on its origin. Assuming
vN is the only one sink and U(vN ) = 0, the Nth column of A effects nothing on P. Under
this assumption, we let Ur and Ar be the vector U without the Nth element and the
matrix A without the Nth column, so that

P = tArUr. (2.44)

Next, considering a diagonal matrix

D =

D(e1) 0
. . .

0 D(eM )

 , (2.45)

the flow vector Q is written as
Q = DP. (2.46)
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Furthermore, using Ar, we see that

ArQ = Jr, (2.47)

where

Jr =

 J(v1)
...

J(vN−1)

 . (2.48)

Combining Eqs. (2.44), (2.46), and (2.47), we have

ArD
tArUr = Jr. (2.49)

Because the N − 1×N − 1 matrix ArD
tAr is full rank, we can find Ur by

Ur = (ArD
tAr)

−1Jr. (2.50)

Finally, the flow vector Q is calculated by Eq. (2.46).
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Chapter 3

Materials and Methods

3.1 Culture of plasmodia
Plasmodia of Physarum polycephalum have been used long time for many kinds of bio-
logical and, especially in recent time, behavioral experiment because of the easiness of
culture. Methods to culture large quantities of plasmodia had been established no later
than 1931, the time when Frank Howard reported a laboratory cultivation of plasmodia
on agar with oats [108]. In 1936, William Camp showed another method using gauze or
filter paper as substrate [109]. While these methods do not mean pure culture, that is,
the chamber can be, strictly speaking, contaminated by other bacteria, some pure culture
methods have been devised [110–112].
Our culture method, as shown in Fig. 3.1 is essentially the same with that of Howard

and needs a dark place of which temperature is controlled to be around 27 ◦C. First,
pieces of filter paper on which sclerotia formed are put on 1% (w/v) agar (S-7, Ina Food
Industry) and sprayed water to be moistened. After overnight storage, plasmodia move
around on the agar. Then, the part of the agar on which filter papers were put is cut off,
and oat meal flakes (Original flavor, Quaker) are strewed in proportion with the mass of
plasmodia few times in a day. When the agar is filled with oat flakes, and all of them are
covered by the yellow plasmodia, we cut the plasmodia together with the agar substrate
into some pieces and put them on some new agar plates. After the transplanted plasmodia
spread on the new agar, the part of the agar on which the old agar were put is cut off,
and feed the plasmodium with oats. This cycle gives quick proliferation of plasmodia.
Plasmodia can be transformed by desiccation to sclerotia, which is convinient to store for

a period in which no experiment is conducted. For the desiccation, well-grown plasmodia
just before transplantation are put in the bottom of a bucket, inside of which wet pieces
of filter paper (No. 50, Advantec) are pasted on the wall. Then, the bucket is stored
with its lid in the dark until the plasmodia climb the wall up to end of the filter paper.
The plasmodia, together with the paper, are moved into a cardboard box and desiccated
slowly. Dried completely in few days, they transform themselves to sclerotia, and we save
the sclerotia in a dark and dried place.
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Put on agar

Feed
Transplant

Feed

Move to bucket

Desiccation

Fig. 3.1 Laboratory-culture cycle of plasmodia of P. polycephalum. The size of the
agar tray is 350 mm × 255 mm × 60 mm, and the diameter of the bucket is 310 mm.

3.2 Establishment of an evacuation network from a

confined space
In this study, we prepared protoplasmic sheets which consist of only protoplasm and have
no network structure, to observe a development of a vein network from a uniform state.
For that purpose, protoplasm was obtained by excision of thick veins of actively growing
plasmodium, and sandwiched between glass plates with a gap 0.12∼0.17 mm. Within a
few seconds, the protoplasm gelled to give a uniform sheet. The sheet was transferred to
a small arena cut out from plastic film, and placed on agar (See panels init and 0h in
Fig.4.1). Food was placed on the exit to encourage the slime mold to evacuate the arena
and promote formation of the vein network. A range of arenas with different shapes were
tested including circular (C, 10 mm diameter), rectangular (R1, 6 mm × 17.5 mm; R2,
7.5 mm × 14.5 mm; R3, 10 mm × 10 mm; R4, 14 mm × 7.3 mm; R5, 20 mm × 5 mm),
or irregular (A).
Time-lapse images were obtained with transmitted light. The thickness was estimated as

h = − log(I/I0) according to the Beer-Lambert law, where I and I0 were the intensities of
transmitted and incident light. Although some automated methods have been proposed
for detecting and extracting tubular networks [113–115], the network morphology was
obtained by manually tracing the main veins on the 2-dimensional map of h because of
existence of many unclear veins in emergence. Experiments were repeated five times for
the circular and rectangular shapes, and three times for the irregular shape. To analyze
the time-course of changes in h, the map of h was processed initially with a averaging
filter of radius 350 µm to give hav. From the locally averaged thickness hav, we estimated
the evacuation time-constant τ and the initial value h0 of hav = h0 exp(−t/τ) for each
pixel so that the squared error was minimized.
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3.3 Quantitative analysis of the network organisation

and transport capacity
The space-filling properties of the network were estimated from the maximum distance
between every pixel in the arena and the nearest pixel on the manually extracted network
of thick veins to give the Hausdorff distance. Mathematically, the Hausdorff distance
between two subsets A and B of a metric space (X, d) is defined as

dH(A,B) = max{sup
x∈A

inf
y∈B

d(x, y), sup
y∈B

inf
x∈A

d(x, y)}.

Given that A is the arena and B is the traced network,

sup
y∈B

inf
x∈A

d(x, y) = 0

because B ⊂ A. It follows that

dH(A,B) = sup
x∈A

inf
y∈B

d(x, y),

where dH(A,B) represents the maximum distance between every pixel in the arena and
the nearest pixel on the network. To compare results between the different arena shapes,
the Hausdorff distance was divided by the maximum distance within the arena to give the
normalized Hausdorff distance.
The predicted performance of the network was estimated from the hydraulic conductiv-

ity of each vein. Assuming Hagen-Poiseuille flow, the conductivity of each segment was
estimated from manual measurements of the thickness and length, and concatenated to
give the hydrodynamic conductivity (HC) for any point in the network to the exit point.

3.4 Validation methods for Murray’s law
As an examination of Murray’s theory, diameters and branch angles of 57 nodes were
manually measured from the set of circular networks. d0 was defined as the maximum
diameter out of the 3 veins at the branch and d1 and d2 the daughter diameters which
ramify with angles φ1 and φ2 (Fig. 3.4). The diameter exponent n was then calculated
to satisfy the relationship dn0 = dn1 + dn2 for each junction.
Note that errors in diameters cause an asymmetric error in the exponent n by this

calculation. For example, consider a junction in which d1 = d2 ≥ d0/2, so that dn0 = 2dn1 .
We can solve n for this case as

n =
log 2

log d0 − log d1
, (3.1)

and it follows that
∂n

∂d1
=

log 2

d1(log d0 − log d1)2
> 0, (3.2)
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Fig. 3.2 Measurement of branching geometry.

∂2n

∂d21
=

log 2

d21(log d0 − log d1)3

(
2− log

d0
d1

)
> 0. (3.3)

Therefore, given that the measurement of d1 gives a value of an interval [d1 − δ, d1 + δ],
the calculated exponent takes a value of an interval [n− δ1, n+ δ2] where 0 < δ1 < δ2. In
other words, the distribution of the calculated exponent is asymmetric, having a long tail
on the right side, and thus the mean of the calculated exponent is not appropriate for the
estimation of n.
To estimate the exponent n fairly, we need to transform n to another variable of which

distribution is symmetric at least. Suwa et al. [116], on a research of the exponent for
arteries, discussed the same problem and found that arctangent transformation was the
most effective way for this purpose, that is, the distribution of arctann was similar to a
normal distribution. Then, instead of n, arctann and its confidence interval were esti-
mated by a usual statistics for a normal distribution, followed by estimation of n by the
inverse transformation. We utilised this method for our data.
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Results

4.1 Emergence of vein network and evacuation

kinetics

4.1.1 Evacuation networks form rapidly and remain topologically

stable

Plasmodial sheets of Physarum placed in a confined circular arena rapidly expanded to fill
the available space to give a near uniform thickness (Fig. 4.1, 0-1h). The introduction of a
food resource at the exit stimulated evacuation of the slime mold from the arena through
an emerging network of veins that ramified throughout the arena (Fig. 4.1, 2-9h). Once
the initial network of thicker veins was visible, the topology remained stable throughout
the evacuation period. The flux of protoplasm flowing through the branching network
and thence out the arena was apparent from the almost uniform reduction in thickness
of the plasmodium, until about 10h when the thinnest parts become resolved as a very
fine network (Fig. 4.1, 10-14h). Similar observations were made on all replicates for each
different shape of arena (n = 5 for the circular and the rectangular shapes, n = 3 for the
irregular shape).

4.1.2 Evacuation kinetics through the vein network are similar

across entire space

The near uniform reduction in thickness observed across the arena, implied that the rate
of protoplasm removal was similar for all parts of the system irrespective of the distance
to the exit. In fact, line-profile analysis shown in Fig. 4.2 shows homogeneous decrease
along the monitored lines. Moreover, to quantify the rate of removal, the locally averaged
change in cell thickness was measured from inter-vein regions adjacent to the exit (Fig.
4.3, A), mid-way away (Fig. 4.3, B), and nearly opposite the exit (Fig. 4.3, C). Although
the euclidean distance to the exit point varied by a factor of four, the rate of protoplasmic
removal was almost identical and fitted well by exponential decreasing (Fig. 4.3, black
solid line). We therefore calculated the best-fit exponential to the time-series for each
pixel and mapped the time-constant of the decay across the whole arena (Fig. 4.4), where
a consistent value around 7 hour fills the inter-vein regions.
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Fig. 4.1 Time course images following the development of a veination network by
Physarum during evacuation from a confined circular arena.

A
B

C

A B C

a b

Fig. 4.2 Profile of plasmodial thickness along the monitored lines at times 0 (blue
line), 4 (orange), 9 (yellow) and 14 (violet) hours after introducing the exit.
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Fig. 4.3 Changes in the thickness of the plasmodium over time, monitored at three
different inter-vein regions (left, A, B, and C). The plots show the time courses for

the three points in addition to exponential fitting 159e−t/7.5 to the three lines with
linear y-axis (middle) and logarithmic y-axis (right).

Fig. 4.4 Map of time-constant τ by which time development of thickness h(t) in

every point of arena is fitted to exponential formula h(t) = h0e
−t/τ where h0 is

another estimated parameter.

4.1.3 Evacuation is adaptive to space

To determine whether this organised behaviour was a consequence of using a circular arena
or represented a general adaptive property of the network to achieve efficient protoplasmic
movement and redeployment, the same experiments and analyses were conducted for
rectangular arenas that differed in aspect ratio, and an arena with a more complex shape.
As Fig. 4.5 and 4.6 show the results for a rectangle (6 mm × 17.5 mm) and an irregular
shape, respectively, the networks developed as the drainage of body mass, and the line-
profile analyses indicated that the evacuation kinetics was independent of distance from
the exit. Moreover, time-constant analysis demonstrated remarkably consistent time-
constants of around 8 hour for the rectangular shape (Fig. 4.5) and around 15 hour for
the irregular shape (Fig. 4.6c) in the inter-vein regions. That is, the kinetics of evacuation
are almost identical across the whole arena, irrespective of the arena shape.
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Fig. 4.5 Evacuation network emerging in a rectangular shape (6 mm × 17.5 mm).
(a) Time-lapse images of evacuation. (b) Line-profile analysis. (c) Time-constant
map.
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Fig. 4.6 Evacuation network emerging in an irregular shape (scale bar: 5 mm). (a)
Time-lapse images of evacuation. (b) Line-profile analysis. (c) Time-constant map.
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We infer from these results that the spatial disposition of the vein network that emerges
during network formation, and the variation in thickness combine to service all regions of
any shaped arena equally well.

4.1.4 Evacuation networks cover space effectively

Fig. 4.7 shows the vein networks extracted manually from a frame of each experiment, at
which slime mold is evacuating from the arena through the developed vein network. To
quantify how well the vein network serviced the entire space, the maximum distance from
any point in the arena to the vein network was calculated as the normalised Hausdorff
distance for each arena shape. Values were uniformly small in comparison to the extent
of the available space, ranging from 0.1 to 0.2 (Fig. 4.8). This means that the main veins
were distributed almost uniformly over the arena so that there were no isolated regions
far from any vein.

4.1.5 Variation in network vein thickness gives similar hydrody-

namic conductivity with distance

Whilst movement of material to the veins is reflected in the normalised Hausdorff distance,
movement within the network depends on the thickness and hierarchical branching pattern
of the vein segments, and the pressure gradients driving flow. Thus, flow from any point
in the network to the exit is governed by the hydrodynamic conductivity (HC) of the
pathway to the exit, which can be estimated from the physical dimensions of the veins
themselves, and any variation in the actin-myosin contraction system present throughout
the plasmodium. Interestingly, the measured hydrodynamic conductivity was similar for

Fig. 4.7 Manually extracted evacuation network emerging in arenas.
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Fig. 4.8 Normalized Hausdorff distance for networks formed in each arena shape.
The shapes tested are illustrated along the abscissa: from left to right, circle, tall
rectangles, square, wide rectangles, and an irregular shape. The exit is located at
the bottom of shapes, indicated by the trapezoid channel. (n = 5 for the circular
and the rectangular shapes, n = 3 for the irregular shape).

Fig. 4.9 Hydrodynamic conductivity of vein-network observed in the confined circu-
lar shape. (a) Thickness image of vein-network in the circle with diameter 1 cm. (b)
Hydrodynamic conductivity along the main vein-network. A certain value of same
HC was marked by the black dots on the network near the boundary of confined
space. (c) Convex envelop for the dots marked in the figure b. (d, e, f) The same
analysis on other shapes. Arrows indicate the location of exit.
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peripheral points in the network (Fig. 4.9), and varied much less than the physical distance
to the exit with position in the arena. The HC contours match the different arena shapes
and help to explain the constant evacuation rate.

4.2 Examination of Murray’s theory

4.2.1 Thickness relationship before and after a bifurcation

We infer from the consistency of the measured hydrodynamic conductivity that the
branching pattern and parent-daughter vein thickness ratio at each bifurcation junction
were likely to conform to a scaling relationship. In other transport systems dominated
by viscous drag, Murray’s Law predicts a cubic exponent according to Eq. (1.1), whilst
networks with larger vessels follow an area preserving relationship.
In fact, as Fig. 4.10 shows a plot of d31 + d32 versus d30 for the 57 three-way junctions

present in the networks grown in the circular arenas, there are positive correlation (Pear-
son’s r = 0.946). Moreover, parameter estimation of linear model d31 + d32 = a + bd30
by a non-parametric method (Passing-Bablok regression [117–119]) shows 95% confidence
intervals [−2.85×105, 5.19×105] for a and [0.945, 1.11] for b, including identical condition
(a = 0 and b = 1) and supporting Murray’s law.
As a further analysis, diameter exponent was calculated for each branches as the his-

togram is shown in Fig. 4.11a. The initial distribution was highly skewed with the median
3.15, but was normalised using an arctan tranformation, as used by Suwa et al. [116] for

Fig. 4.10 Plot of d31+d32 versus d30. The blue solid line is a regression fit by Passing-
Bablok method, and the red dashed line indicates the identical line.
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Fig. 4.11 (a) Histogram showing the distribution of the vessel scaling exponent n
calculated from dn0 = dn1 + dn2 for all bifurcations in the set of circular evacuation
networks. (b) The arctan(n) transformation normalised the data and gives a mean
± S.D. of 1.235± 0.045

blood vessel networks Fig. 4.11b. The correlation coefficient between arctann and r0
was 0.015 and the mean and 95% confidence interval were 1.235 ± 0.045. This gave an
estimate of n from the tangent of the interval as between 2.53 to 3.29, which appears to be
reasonably consistent with the expectation of n ∼ 3 from Murray’s law. Nevertheless, we
do not have a good understanding of the extreme values of n in the measured distribution.

4.2.2 Relationship between branching angle and thickness ratio

According to Murray [16], when a vein ramifies into two veins with diameters d1 and d2,
the angle φ between the daughter veins is predicted as

φ = arccos
(1 + β3)4/3 − 1− β4

2β2
, (4.1)

where β = d1/d2. Note that φ takes the same value for β = d1/d2 and β = d2/d1. To
verify this prediction, φ was measured for the 57 junctions and β was calculated so that
β ≤ 1. As shown in Fig. 4.12a, φ distributed around the predicted line but the variance
was not so small.
Murray [16] also stated that for the branching angle φ1 and φ2,

φ1 = arccos
1 + α4

1 − (1− α3
1)

4/3

2α2
1

, (4.2)

φ2 = arccos
1 + α4

2 − (1− α3
2)

4/3

2α2
2

, (4.3)
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Fig. 4.12 Relationship between branching angle and thickness ratio. The solid lines
of (a) indicate curves of Eq. (4.1), and that of (b) indicate Eq. (4.2) and Eq. (4.3).

where α1 = d1/d0 and α2 = d2/d0 are thickness ratios. For the 57 junctions, φ1, φ2,
α1, and α2 were measured and calculated as shown in Fig. 4.12b, in which data points
distributed around the prediction.
In both plots, Murray’s curves fitted to the plots with large variance, which indicated

that his theory was roughly correct but some assumptions were inappropriate. Speaking
concretely, he considered minimization of total volume of arteries under a condition in
which tubes connected fixed points, whereas in this experiment, the exit was fixed but
other evacuation points were distributed in the arena and not assigned specifically. That
is, degree of freedom on the points to be connected may cause fluctuations on his angle
theory.
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Mathematical Modelling

5.1 Application of current-reinforcement to

evacuating plasmodium
Now we apply current-reinforcement dynamics to the evacuation of plasmodium, which
created vein network from an uniform state within migration through a narrow exit. For
that purpose, appropreate implementation of experimental situation is necessary, that is,
we need to set sources and sink. Whilst they are usually considered as food sources, there
was only one food outside of the exit in the experimental environment, and only one source
or sink does not satisfy the constraint of Eq. (2.29). However, we inferred from the results
that plasmodium evacuated from arena equivalently, which implies uniform divergence of
body mass in arena. Hence, we set

J(v) =

{
J0, v is not the exit,

−(N − 1)J0, v is the exit.
(5.1)

Regarding the flow function f(|Qij |), we set f(|Qij |) = |Qij |µ, where we call the parameter
µ flow exponent as Tero et al. originally assumed [8]. Finally, as the initial state, we
assumed random tubular meshwork with uniform very small radius, which meant no
channels in arena.
Virtual arenas were constructed to match the shapes used in the experiment with a

scale 10 µm/px, and a random mesh, generated by a Delaunay triangulation with random
vertices giving density of 1/500 px−2 within the arena shape. A single vertex at the exit
was designated as a sink, whilst all others were set as sources with J0 = 0.1. The radii r
of all veins were set to be 0.1 initially, and the conductivity was equal to r4. Simulations
were run on MATLAB with a short initial time step (∆t = 0.001) over the period t = 0
to t = 0.1, followed by ∆t = 0.01 for t = 0.11 to t = 1, and ∆t = 0.1 for t = 1.1 to t = 50
(see Appendix for the actual code). Note that we did not attempt to model the change in
thickness of the rest of the plasmodial sheet, which might be represented as variation of
the input current to each node over time, as the purpose of the simulation was to capture
the initial development of the evacuation network.
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5.2 Simulated evacuation network for various

parameters and arena shapes
Fig. 5.1 shows the simulation results with flow exponents µ = 0.8, 1, 1.33, 2 and 4 in
the circular shape, where vein structure are changed gradually from the initial thin and
uniform vein networks and reached a steady state as the time development. Similar
time developments were obtained for other shapes as the results for µ = 1.33 are shown
in Fig. 5.2 and 5.3. The network morphology of the final state with flow exponents
µ = 0.8, 1, 1.33, 2 and 4 in different shapes are shown in Fig. 5.4.
When flow exponent was greater than 1, a subset of the available veins thickened and

formed a branching tree from the exit site with progressively thinner veins through repet-
itive bifurcations towards the boundary of the arena. When flow exponent was 1, the
branching tree contained additional loops, whilst when flow exponent was less than one,
the vein thicknesses were more homogeneous and there were many loops. Visual inspection
suggested that flow exponent to be 1.33 and 2 most closely resembled the experimental
data.

5.3 Resemblance to real networks regarding

space-filling property and diameter exponent
To compare the simulated networks quantitatively with the experimental network, the
normalised Hausdorff distance was calculated for the main network, defined as the set of
veins containing the top 10% of the thickest veins (Fig. 5.5). This limit was selected to
contain the minimum radii in the simulation that could be measured in the experimental
networks. Although it was unclear which veins are the main network for the case of µ ≤ 1
(Fig. 5.4), we applied this criteria for all results, so that some main networks of µ ≤ 1 are
fragmented and concentrated near the exit. The calculated normalised Hausdorff distance
was small across all arena shapes, and similar to the values observed for the experimental
systems, particularly for µ > 1 (Fig. 5.6). We infer that the current-reinforcement
simulation model can reproduce the basic characteristics of the experimental Physarum
networks when flow exponent µ is greater than 1.
In addition to the analysis of Hausdorff distance, we estimated diameter exponent for

each flow exponent from main veins. In Fig. 5.7, diameter exponents calculated for each
three-way junction of main veins of the simulation are plotted, giving 95% confidence
intervals [0.96, 0.97], [1.93, 1.95], [2.90, 2.93], [4.04, 4.14], and [6.12, 6.51] for flow exponents
0.8, 1, 1.33, 2, and 4, respectively. Thus, the flow exponent µ = 1.33 is very good
correspondece to the result of experiment which shows diameter exponent n = 3, that is,
Murray’s law.
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Fig. 5.1 Simulation results for varying flow exponent µ in the circular shape. The
main veins are drawn in proportion to the simulation result with the common limi-
tation of maximum radius, whilst the very thin veins are drawn with dashed, dotted,
or light blue line.
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Fig. 5.2 Simulation results in the different arena shapes (C, R1, R2, and R3, from
left) for flow exponent µ = 1.33. The veins are drawn in the same way to Fig. 5.1
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Fig. 5.3 Simulation results in the different arena shapes (R4, R5, and A, from left)
for flow exponent µ = 1.33. The veins are drawn in the same way to Fig. 5.1
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Fig. 5.4 The final states of simulations for varying flow exponent µ in the different
arena shapes (C, R1, R2, R3, R4, R5, and A, from top). The veins are drawn in the
same way to Fig. 5.1
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Fig. 5.5 Main networks from the simulation model, defined as the top 10% of the
thickest veins.

Fig. 5.6 Normalized Hausdorff distance between the simulated main network and
all points in the arena.
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Fig. 5.7 Diameter exponents of triple junction in main veins of simulation plotted
against flow exponents.

5.4 Impact of flow exponent on network volume and

viscous drag
Murray’s theory [16], in which balance of the energy required to overcome viscous drag
forces and the cost of maintaining the volume of the network, achieved one of geometric
laws of biological transport network. It is therefore instructive to examine the time-
evolution of these two parameters and their dependence on µ in the simulation model as
the system tends towards steady-state.
The change in the energy required for transport over time for simulations of the circular

arena is shown in Fig. 5.8 (the initial change is magnified in Fig. 5.9), where the total
frictional energy was calculated as:

E =
∑

i∈veins

∆PiQi =
∑

i∈veins

LiQ
2
i

Di
. (5.2)

During the initial stages of the simulation the frictional energy decreased rapidly as
the network shifted from the random network of tubes with homogeneous low diameter,
to the branching tree morphology (Fig. 5.9, top). The minimum energy dissipation was
achieved with µ = 4/2. Nevertheless, the time course was not quite monotonic, with a
slow increase observed after the minimum value was reached around t=2.5 (Fig. 5.8, top),
consistent with the contribution of other factors in the cost function.
The total volume of the tubular veins, representing the energy cost to maintain the

network [16], was calculated as:

V =
∑

i∈veins

πr2iLi

2
, (5.3)
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Fig. 5.8 Time courses for the change in frictional energy E (top), total volume V
(middle), and their product EV (bottom) for the simulation results from the circlular
arena.
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Fig. 5.9 Initial changes of frictional energy E (top), total volume V (middle), and
their product EV (bottom) for the simulation results from the circular arena.
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The total volume of the network increased in the very early phase of the numerical
simulation, particularly in the case of µ ≤ 4/3 (Fig. 5.9, middle). This pronounced surge
was caused by setting the initial tube radii to be small (0.1) and equal to mimic the
emergence of the tubular network from a uniform sheet. The total volume of the network
then gradually declined to a steady state value by the end of the simulation (Fig. 5.8,
middle). In the steady state, the lowest network volume was realised with µ = 4/4, almost
same value with µ = 4/3 (Fig. 5.8, middle).
Following expectations from Murray’s Law, we examined the combination (E × V ) of

the friction energy and the total volume (see Fig. 5.8, bottom). The steady state value
of E × V was the lowest for µ = 4/3, and the minimum was realized in a relatively early
phase of time course.
Taken together, it appears that (i) self-organised network formation in Physarum con-

forms to a scaling coefficient of µ = 4/3 in experimental results; (ii) when the same 4/3
scaling is used in the biologically-inspired current-reinforcement model, it simulates the
overall characteristics of the real network; and (iii) the model minimises the combination
of network volume and frictional energy.
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Conclusions and Discussions

6.1 Evacuation transport network

6.1.1 Adaptive network formation of Physarum polycephalum

It is less clear how the network forms from an initially homogeneous plasmodial sheet. It
is known that actin-myosin interactions generate contractions in small plasmodial droplets
that can become organised as propagating waves or spirals (e.g. [120]). This provides a
driving force for protoplasmic streaming, although initially it is undirected and uniform
across the plasmodium. However, Guy et al. proposed for a migrating plasmodium
that an initially homogeneous flow of protoplasmic sol can de-stabilise the actin skeleton
as it moves through the porous protoplasmic gel [121]. This in turn initiates channel
formation if the flow is sufficiently rapid, through flow-dependent actin disruption and
gel-sol interconversion. Such a process appears to operate rapidly in the newly formed
plasmodium, as the emergent network spanning the entire arena is visible with a few
hours, correctly oriented towards the exit, and remains stable until the arena is almost
fully evacuated (Fig. 4.1).

6.1.2 Biological significance of homogeneous evacuation

From its inception, the network is able to drain all parts of the arena equally irrespective
of the shape. From a biological perspective the plasmodium in the arena has no access
to food, so it makes sense to re-deploy the biomass elsewhere as rapidly as possible.
Equally, it is important that the exit does not becomes clogged nor should the plasmodium
become disconnected, prioritising an orderly evacuation sequence. In the case of Physarum
this appears to emerge as a natural consequence of the current-reinforcement model that
establishes a similar hydrodynamic conductivity from all peripheral parts of the network.
This is in stark contrast to observations and models of human evacuation, where exit
routes rapidly become jammed with rushing people, and further movement is restricted
by the strong frictional force between trapped pedestrians [122], although exit rates can
be improved by placing an obstacle off-center and just in front of the exit [123].
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6.1.3 Bottleneck as a information hub

In the evacuation experiment conducted here, the exit acts as a bottleneck that controls
protoplasmic redeployment as all the biomass must pass through this point. As the rate
of draining is homogeneous across the arena, the contribution of biomass from every local
part of the plasmodial sheet to the bottleneck is equal. Nevertheless, on the timescale of
minutes, shuttle streaming of protoplasm rapidly mixes the cytoplasm within the plas-
modium [15], with biomass periodically transported both to the bottleneck and back to
the periphery. Interestingly, this means that both biophysical changes, such as mechan-
ical momentum of mass flow, and chemical components, such as nutrients or signalling
molecules, may cycle between distal parts of the plasmodium and the bottleneck. This
opens the possibility for information transfer of either physical or chemical signals to and
from the bottleneck, which acts as a transient hub controlling intracellular communica-
tion through the vein network. Such organization of network structure may be required
to co-ordinate behaviour in response to local information that could be sensed at any part
of the plasmodium. In other words, all local regions are homogeneously inspected by the
bottleneck at regular intervals. This implies that the plasmodium has the potential ability
to organize an ad hoc functional center in response to varying external conditions.

6.2 Current-reinforcement as a tubular development

dynamics

6.2.1 Relationship between the parameter and diameter exponent

The plasmodium of the slime mold Physarum polycephalum spontaneously creates complex
networks that provide an accessible model for the development of self-organised adaptive
transport systems. It is capable of solving path-finding problems [10, 11], and can realise
reasonable solutions to complex spatial network tasks designed to mimic human infras-
tructure networks. For example, Tero et al. [9] showed that the vein network constructed
by Physarum on agar constrained to the Kanto region of Japan was comparable to the
real JR railway network in terms of transport efficiency and resilience. In a similar man-
ner, Adamatzky and Jones have compared road networks in the UK, USA, and Germany
with those made by Physarum [93, 94]. In parallel, a number of models have emerged
that capture the behaviour of Physarum using current-reinforcement rules where the flow
modifies the network architecture, which in turn modifies the flows. Nevertheless, the
models have not so far been parametrised directly from the experimental data, nor have
the functional form of the feedback terms been linked to theoretical expectations from
fluid flow dynamics.
Actually, we can infer linkage between experimental results and current-reinforcement

dynamics. Considering the equilibrium state of the model as dDij/dt = 0, we see that

|Qij |µ = Dij ∝ r4ij , (6.1)

which means |Qij | ∝ r
4/µ
ij . Therefore, using the notation of 4.2.1, we can express the
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exponent rule as

r
4/µ
0 = r

4/µ
1 + r

4/µ
2 (6.2)

and see the correspondence to the diameter exponent n = 4/µ, which means Murray’s
law holds in a steady state of the model with µ = 4/3. Thus in this paper, we have first
measured the development of an evacuation network as Physarum exits a bounded arena
to determine whether the network geometry follows expectations from fluid dynamics
and energy minimisation criteria developed by Murray [16], and second examined the
consequence of running the current-reinforcement model with the experimentally-validated
4/3 scaling coefficient.
The results provide evidence that Physarum does obays Murray’s law, which implies the

cost balance behaviour, and that simulations run with this parameter provide comparable
solutions, whilst minimising the combination of shear stress and vessel volume. It is
possible that the fit to the data could be improved with more precise measurement of
the actual cross-sectional area available for flow within the tube, rather than our manual
estimate from the external tube diameter, assuming there is an almost linear relationship
between internal and external diameter [124]. Nevertheless, to our knowledge, this is the
first time that experimental network formation, network theory and network simulation
have all converged to give consistent results in a model system.

6.2.2 Shear stress: a factor of vein development

Interestingly, as the Physarum network appears to follow the exponent scaling predicted by
Murray’s Law, we can also make predictions concerning the wall shear stress throughout
the network. The shear stress τ(r) at the wall caused by Hagen-Poiseuille flow in a
cylindrical tube (radius r0) is given by

τ(r) = −η
∂v(x)

∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=r

= −r0
2

∆P

L
(6.3)

from the velocity profile of Eq. (2.25). Substituting Q = (πr40/8η)(∆P/L) into the above
shear stress formula, we obtain

Q =
τ(r)πr3

4η
. (6.4)

Combining this and the mass conservation around the bifurcation point of vein Q0 =
Q1 +Q2, we find

τ(r0)r
3
0 = τ(r1)r

3
1 + τ(r2)r

3
2 (6.5)

where r0, r1, and r2 are radii of parent vein and two daughter veins, respectively.
As the experimental results confirm r30 = r31+r32, we infer that τ(r0), τ(r1) and τ(r2) are

equal to satisfy Eq. (6.5), meaning that the shear stress is equal in all veins irrespective
of their thickness. This also suggests that the average velocity v̄ is proportional to r0
because

Q = −πr2v̄ =
πτr3

4η
, (6.6)
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which means
v̄ =

τ

4η
r. (6.7)

This relationshiop is supported by some studies of Takamatsu et al. [124, 125], where ve-
locities increased linearly with width for tubes constrained in a narrow channels. Whilst
the molecular mechanism underpinning current-reinforcement is not known yet, this ob-
servation leads to the interesting possibility that sensing an increase in wall shear above
a fixed point provides a molecular trigger to changing vessel diameter. Thick bundles
of actin filament are observed to co-align with each other at the interface between the
vein wall and the flowing fluid along these emerging channels as they thicken to become
veins [126]. Shear stress at the vein wall is a good candidate to align the F-actin bundles,
in a similar manner to that reported for shear banding of F-actin in solution [127]. Inter-
istingly, Kamiya and Togawa [128] found an adaptive regulation in canine carotid artery,
in which thickness was adjusted with flow and shear stress was maintained in constant.
These facts indicate the importance of shear forces in the control of vessel development
in organisms.

6.2.3 Further improvement on current-reinforcement model

The current-reinforcement model generated networks similar to those found experimen-
tally, although the kinetics leading to emergence of the network in the model differed,
particularly in the early stages, where the initial conditions dominated behaviour of the
simulation. For example, starting with uniform small radii and constant input current to
find the initial flow in each vein also required extremely high pressures in the peripheral
part of the arena, with consequential increases in friction energy and total volume (Fig.
5.8), until some tubes with larger diameter emerged. In addition, the simulation model
did not predict the long-term evacuation dynamics as the current input rate to each node
did not decrease as would be expected as the mass was evacuated.
The principles of current-reinforcement are well-established for a number of biological

systems as diverse as ant trails and human trails [14]. The precise form of the model
is context specific, but most models incorporate similar elements. For example, Hu and
Cai [4] proposed a very similar model which is, in our notation, expressed as

dDij

dt
= c

(
Q2

ij

Dγ+1
ij

− τ2e

)
Dij , (6.8)

where c, γ, and τe are constants. Furthermore, Haskovec et al. [129, 130] presented a
system of partial differential equations that contained a current term effecting a time
evolution of conductivity. While these models consider specific current effects, the model
of Eq. (2.31) can take an arbitrary thickening factor f(|Qij |). There is increasing interest
in exploring the limits of behaviour for generic current-reinforcement dynamics and how
these may play out on network topologies other than 2-D planar systems where they first
emerged, where they show very rich behaviour (e.g., [131]).
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Appendix

MATLAB code of the simulation
Below we show the source code of the simulation. Typing command evacCR(’result.mat’)
with black and white images in the current directory named shapeC.gif, shapeR1.gif,
shapeR2.gif, shapeR3.gif, shapeR4.gif, shapeR5.gif, and shapeR5.gif will
generate simulated result file result.mat. The result is saved in cell arrays
for each shapes, and each cell has dimensions of µ and time, possibly with an-
other dimension of index of vertex or edge. For example, radius of edge with
index of 3 at t = 1 of the simulation with µ = 4/1 in shape R5 is referred by
R{find(ismember(shapes, ’R5’))}(3, find(times==1), 1).

function evacCR(savename)

shapes = {’C’, ’R1’, ’R2’, ’R3’, ’R4’, ’R5’, ’A’}; % Name of shape

evacp = [703 1222; 536 1885; 546 1603; ...

644 1126; 873 888; 1126 626; 561 714]; % Coordinate of exit

times = [0:0.001:0.1, 0.11:0.01:1, 1.1:0.1:500]; % times

app = 500; % arena per random mesh point

qpp = 0.1; % quantity of divergence

RND = 20160606; % random seed

four_mu = 1:5; % 4/mu

r0 = 0.1; % initial radius

% function handles for time evolution

dr = cell(length(four_mu));

fnames = cell(length(four_mu)); % function names

for i = 1:length(four_mu)

dr{i} = @(rx, qx) (qx.^(4./four_mu(i))-rx.^4)./(4.*rx.^3);

fnames{i} = strcat(’mu4_’, strrep(num2str(four_mu(i)),’.’,’_’));

end

% initialization of cells

R = cell(length(shapes),1); % radius

Q = R; % flow rate

V = R; % pressure
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D = R; % conductivity to exit

En = R; % total friction energy

Vol = R; % total volume

pos = R; % positions of vertices

EG = R; % connectivity information of edges

tic

clock0 = round(clock());

parfor i = 1:length(shapes)

rng(RND);

mask_BW = (imread([’shape’ shapes{i} ’.gif’])>0); % read arena image

[pos{i}, EG{i}] = rMesh(mask_BW, evacp(i,:), app); % generate random mesh

VN = size(pos{i},1); % number of vertices

EN = size(EG{i},1); % number of edges

V0 = find((pos{i}(:,1)==evacp(i,1))&(pos{i}(:,2)==evacp(i,2)));

% exit vertex

V1 = setdiff(1:VN, V0); % other vertices

vI = [V1’ V1’]; % information of divergence

vI(:,2) = qpp; % same divergence

vI = [vI; V0 zeros(length(V0),1)]; % 0 for exit, see findD

% initialization of contents of cells

R{i} = r0.*ones(EN, length(times), length(fnames)); % initial radii

Q{i} = ones(EN, length(times), length(fnames));

V{i} = ones(VN, length(times), length(fnames));

D{i} = ones(VN, length(times), length(fnames));

En{i} = ones(length(times), length(fnames));

Vol{i} = ones(length(times), length(fnames));

% initial quantities

len = sqrt(sum((pos{i}(EG{i}(:,1),:)-pos{i}(EG{i}(:,2),:)).^2, 2));

% length of edge

EG{i}(:,3) = len./R{i}(:,1,1).^4; % resistance of edge

[Vinit, Dinit] = findD(EG{i}, vI);

% find initial pressure and conductivity to exit

Qinit = abs(Vinit(EG{i}(:,1))-Vinit(EG{i}(:,2)))./EG{i}(:,3);

% apply values for all initial state of mu

Q{i}(:, 1, :) = repmat(Qinit, 1, 1, size(Q{i},3));

V{i}(:, 1, :) = repmat(Vinit, 1, 1, size(V{i},3));

D{i}(:, 1, :) = repmat(Dinit, 1, 1, size(D{i},3));

En{i}(1, :) = ...

sum(abs(Vinit(EG{i}(:,1))-Vinit(EG{i}(:,2))).^2./EG{i}(:,3));

Vol{i}(1, :) = sum(len.*pi.*R{i}(:,1,1).^2);
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count = 0;

countmax = length(fnames)*length(times);

for j = 1:length(fnames)

for k = 2:length(times)

[R{i}(:,k,j), Q{i}(:,k,j), V{i}(:,k,j), D{i}(:,k,j)] = ...

CRstep(pos{i}, EG{i}, R{i}(:,k-1,j), vI, dr{j}, times(k)-times(k-1));

En{i}(k,j) = ...

sum(Q{i}(:,k,j).*abs(V{i}(EG{i}(:,1),k,j)-V{i}(EG{i}(:,2),k,j)));

Vol{i}(k, j) = sum(len.*pi.*R{i}(:,k,j).^2);

etime(round(clock()),clock0)

count = count + 1;

disp([shapes{i} ’: ’ fnames{j} ’: ’ num2str(count/countmax*100)])

end

end

end

toc

save(savename);

toc

end

function [R, Q, V, D] = CRstep(pos, EG, R0, vI, dr, dt)

%CRstep One step of time evolution of current-reinforcement

% [R, Q, V, D] = CRstep(pos, EG, R0, vI, dr, dt)

%

% pos: n rows and 2 columns, where n is the number of vertices

% EG: m rows and 2 columns, where m is the number of edges

% R0: initial radius of the edges, m rows and 1 columns

% vI: divergences of each vertex, n rows and 2 columns see also findD

% dr: a function handle or an anonymous function,

% by which radii are developed as r = r + dr(r,q).*dt

% dt: time step

%

% The outputs are quantities of the next time:

% R: radii of the edges

% Q: flow rate of the edges

% V: pressure of the vertices

% D: conductance of each vertex to the exits

%

l = sqrt( sum( ( pos(EG(:,1),:) - pos(EG(:,2),:) ).^2, 2) );

R = R0;

EG(:,3) = l./R.^4;
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[V, D] = findD(EG, vI);

Q = abs(V(EG(:,1))-V(EG(:,2)))./EG(:,3);

R = R + dr(R,Q).*dt;

EG(:,3) = l./R.^4;

[V, D] = findD(EG, vI);

Q = abs(V(EG(:,1))-V(EG(:,2)))./EG(:,3);

end

function [V, D] = findD( EG, vI )

%findD Find voltages and conductivity to ground for current sources

% [V, D] = findD( EG, vI )

%

% EG: n rows and 3 columns, where 1st and 2nd columns indicate edge,

% and 3rd columns resistance of the edge.

% The resistance must be greater than 0, allowing Inf.

% vI: current sources and grounds

% 1st column is indices of vertex.

% 2nd column is the quantity of current source.

% If the 2nd column is 0,

% corresponding vertex is regarded as grounded.

%

% Outputs

% V: Voltages of each vertex

% D: Coductivity to ground at each vertex

%

v = unique([EG(:,1); EG(:,2)]); % list of vertices

VN = max(v); % number of vertices

vI = sortrows(vI);

V0 = [setdiff(1:VN,v)’; vI(vI(:,2)==0,1)]; % grounds

V1 = vI(vI(:,2)~=0,1); % not grounded

egN = size(EG,1); % number of edges

% Conductivity matrix

ConMat = zeros(VN);

pmMat = [1 -1; -1 1];

for i=1:egN

ConMat(EG(i,1:2),EG(i,1:2)) = ...

ConMat(EG(i,1:2),EG(i,1:2)) + pmMat/EG(i,3);

end

% erase rows and columns regarding grounded vertices

ConMat(V0,:)=[];

ConMat(:,V0)=[];

ConMat = sparse(ConMat);
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% find conductivity

Vmat = inv(ConMat);

D = zeros(VN,1);

D(setdiff(1:VN,V0)) = diag(Vmat);

D(V0) = 0;

D = 1./D;

% find voltage

b = zeros(VN,1);

b(V1) = vI(vI(:,2)~=0,2);

b(V0) = [];

V = zeros(VN,1);

V(setdiff(1:VN,V0)) = sum(Vmat*diag(b),2);

end

function [pos, EG] = rMesh(mask, pmust, app)

%rMesh Make rondom mesh

% [pos EG] = rMesh(mask, pmust, app)

% mask: matrix of which elements are 0 or 1

% pmust: points which must be included

% app: area per point

% pos: positions of points

% EG: list of edges

r = sqrt(3*app/pi);

% make random vertices in whole image

ranN = ceil(length(mask(:))/app); % number of vertices

pos = unique([randi(size(mask,2),ranN,1) ...

randi(size(mask,1),ranN,1)],’rows’); % random positions

pos(ismember(pos,pmust,’rows’),:) = [];

% exclude points of the same position to pmust

pos = [pmust; pos];

posi = 1:size(pos,1); % position index

% triangulation in whole image

DT = delaunay(pos(:,1:2)); % Delaunay triangulation

EG = unique(sort([DT(:,1:2); DT(:,2:3); DT(:,[3 1])],2),’rows’); % edges

% crop the network by the position of vertices

inBW = mask(sub2ind(size(mask),pos(:,2),pos(:,1)))==1; % in mask

EG( (~inBW(EG(:,1)))|(~inBW(EG(:,2))), :) = [];

% exclude edges with vertices not in

posi(~inBW) = []; % exclude vertices not in (from posi)
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% relabel position index of EG

for i=1:length(pos)

EG(EG(:)==i) = find(posi==i);

end

pos(~inBW,:) = []; % exclude vertices from pos

% crop by edges out of mask

maskY = imdilate(mask, strel(’disk’,round(r/4)));

% enlarged mask including cropped network

l = sqrt( sum( ( pos(EG(:,1),1:2) - pos(EG(:,2),1:2) ).^2, 2) );

% length of edge

inBW = ones(size(EG,1),1); % in mask

for i=1:size(EG,1)

p0 = pos(EG(i,1),1:2);

pp = pos(EG(i,2),1:2) - pos(EG(i,1),1:2);

% check the edge is in maskY for each pixel

for j=1:round(l(i))

pj = p0 + j*pp/l(i);

inBW(i) = inBW(i)&maskY(round(pj(2)),round(pj(1)));

end

end

EG = EG(inBW==1,:); % exclude edges not in

end


